
Getting the word out
IN THE WORKS

On behalf of the

Gastonia Historic District

Commission (GHDC),

welcome to the

inaugural issue of the

City of Gastonia Historic

District Commission

Newsletter, News in the

Districts. This past

spring, the Commission  
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voiced a desire for better communication between the historic district

property owners and the Commission. A twice yearly newsletter will be

one tool we will use to update you on the work of the Commission. A hard

copy of the first edition will be mailed, with subsequent editions posted

online. Additionally, we've created a new look for the Commission - a logo

and updated materials. Commission staff are in the process of improving

our website and have created a new domain name just for historic district

information on the web: www.gastoniahistoricdistricts.com. A video is

coming later this year.

 

This past year, the Commission received 59 Certificate of Appropriateness

applications. The Commission heard 32 proposals and commission staff

reviewed 27 minor work applications on behalf of the GHDC, Out of those

applications, 44 were approved, 14 were approved with conditions and

there was one delay on a demolition. 

abbreviations & Definitions

GHDC: Gastonia Historic District Commission, a 7-member City

Council appointed board comprised of city residents, with a majority

historic district residents.

YCHD: York-Chester Historic District, the city's first historic district,

established 1988.

BHD: Brookwood Historic District, the city's second historic district,

established 1997.

COA: Certificate of Appropriateness-a letter confirming that the

changes proposed are appropriate and acceptable.

NC SHPO: North Carolina State Historic Preservation Office. This office

coordinates the Historic Preservation Rehabilitation Tax Credit.

Homeowners may receive a 15% state tax credit if they have qualifying

properties. For more information about the tax credit, contact David

Christenbury, Preservation Architect and Non-Income-Producing Tax

Credit Coordinator at david.christenbury@ncdcr.gov or 919-814-6574.

Historic district

commission meeting

information

January 23, February 27, 

March 26, April 23, 

May 28, June 25, July 23,

August 27, September 24,

October 22, December 10

(Nov/Dec combined meeting)

The Gastonia Historic

District Commission

encourages you to attend

their monthly meeting

which is held the fourth

Thursday of every month (if

there is an application to be

reviewed) beginning at 6pm

at the Council Chambers,

City Hall, 180 S South Street.

Council Chambers is

accessible to persons with

disabilities. 

Please call

704-854-6652 or email

planning@cityofgastonia.com

for application submittal

information.

2020 Gastonia Historic

district commission

meeting dates
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going green
REPAIRING EXISTING WINDOWS

As one of the few parts of a building serving as both an interior and exterior feature, windows are

nearly always an important part of the historic character of a building. In most buildings, windows

also comprise a considerable amount of the historic fabric of the wall plane and thus are deserving

of special consideration in a rehabilitation project. The Historic District Commission Design

Guidelines follow the Secretary of the Interior's Standards on Rehabilitation on Windows with

respect to recommending repairing and retaining original windows wherever possible. Repairing

historic windows is more environmental than you might think. 

boundary Map
YORK-CHESTER AND BROOKWOOD  LOCAL HISTORIC DISTRICTS
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reclaimed
SEEN IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

ThIs past May, staff for the GHDC received an

application for a Certificate of Appropriateness for an

accessory building at 502 W Sixth Avenue, in the York-

Chester Historic District (YCHD). The applicant, Abby

McLaurin, proposed an artist's studio, built in the

craftsman architectural style commonly seen in the

neighborhood, as a place to paint her very large oil

paintings. Included in her application was a beautiful

rendering of the studio, a landscape design for her

backyard, as well as a site plan and elevations, giving

the GHDC a visual of her plans. In December, Abby

gave staff a tour of the studio that she, her parents

and boyfriend were building, still in progress. Abby's

dad coined this building as "sculptural mixed media,"

as they used as much local and reclaimed materials as

they could, from the timber framed lumber found 8

minutes away, to the roof tile, found at Hickory Grove

Methodist Church in Charlotte. The lights are from

local cotton mills, and a stained glass window is an

1800s piece from a walk-up in NYC. We asked Abby

about her experience with the GHDC: 

 
"The staff of the GHDC was very helpful. I was nervous

at first but after talking with staff I got an idea that

the GHDC just needed a refined visual of the project

to understand what I would be building. I knew to

apply for a COA as I received a packet of information

from the GHDC in the mail when I first moved into my

house. When looking into when to apply for a COA I

found the online information about submittal

deadlines a bit confusing but staff worked with me so

that I could be on that month’s agenda and start on

my project on my timeline. [Subsequently, staff is

working on making this information more clear].   

going green
REPAIRING EXISTING WINDOWS

Wood windows made prior to the 1940s are

likely made from old-growth wood. This wood

is significantly denser, durable, rot resistant,

and dimensionally stable. New wood windows,

while preferable to new vinyl or composite

windows, still do not match the quality and

durability of historic wood windows.

Continued from Page 2.

Traditional windows are made from individual

parts. Each piece - the rails, stiles, muntins,

stops, sill, stool, jamb - can be individually

repaired or replaced in kind. Vinyl, aluminum,

fiberglass, and composite windows are

manufactured as a unit and the components

generally can not be repaired. When a part

fails, when the insulated glass seal breaks, or

when the vinyl warps the entire unit will need

to be replaced.

Going green is more than just energy

performance. Tearing out historic windows for

replacement units not only wastes their

embodied energy, it requires additional energy

to remove and dispose them. This is on top of

the energy required to create and install the

new windows. For more information on the

positives of repair over replace, go to the

Community Preservation Coalition at

communitypreservation.org/windows. 

 

For window repair resources, please contact
Kim Wallis at kimw@cityofgastonia.com.
 

 I was attracted to living in the York-Chester

Historic District because of the affordability and

history of the neighborhood. I like living here

because of the cultural diversity I have found

and the raw sense of the neighborhood. The

excitement that the GHDC had about my project

made me feel confident and made me want to

go above and beyond what I proposed- for

example searching out tile for the roof in place

of asphalt."

-Abby McLaurin



ThIs past July, staff for the Gastonia Historic District

Commission received an application for a

Certificate of Appropriateness by Richard Martinez

at 501 W Third for a second story porch remodel.

This house, located in the York-Chester Historic

District (YCHD) is referred to in the inventory as the

Samuel A. and Martha G. Kindley House, and was

built @1930-1931. We asked Richard his thoughts on

living in a historic house and neighborhoodand

working with the GHDC on this project:

it's all in the details
SEEN IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

New construction of or

additions to buildings

and exterior remodeling.

Demolition of a structure

or any part thereof.

Moving of structures.

Signs; however,

temporary signs (real

estate, political etc.)

which do not exceed

four (4) square feet are

not restricted.

New accessory buildings.

Parking lots.

Replacement of

architectural details

when there will be a

change in design or

materials from the

existing ones.

Any other work involving

a significant change in

the design, material or

exterior appearance of a

building, structure or

other appurtenance

feature and not

otherwise specifically

characterized herein.

Major work must be

approved by the full GHDC.

In general, these are items,

which involve a change in

the appearance of a

building or landscape and

are more substantial in

nature than minor work

items.  GHDC meetings for

major works are scheduled

for the fourth Thursday of

the month. Applications

are due 14 business days

before the meeting date.

Examples of Major Work

include the following:

 

MAJOR WORK

major or minor?
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"I chose to live in the YCHD because of the charm and history of the

homes here and because it has a reputation of being friendly and safe! 

I love the activities of this District. Everyone in the neighborhood is

friendly and looks out for one another. Among my many renovations to

the home over the years, I wanted to ensure the integrity of my upstairs

porch. I wanted to be in full compliance with the historic [design

guidelines] and had my contractor draw some sketches for approval

and requested a Certificate of Appropriateness for the project.  I was

greeted by the [Commission] with enthusiasm and excitement for my

project.  The commission and staff were a delight to work with and the

approval meeting confirmed that.  I was thanked for following all of the

guidelines to ensure the history of our homes and was thanked for all

the hard work that I have put into the preservation of this grand old

home.  The whole process of having approval for my upstairs porch was

simple and time efficient.  I am grateful to the Commission for all of

their continued dedication and service to our neighborhood." 

 -Richard Martinez



Side and rear yard fences

and walls.

Landscaping projects

including removal of any

size tree determined by

the Planning Department

to be diseased or dead.

New roof coverings

involving a change in the

material used or its color.

Chimney and foundation

repairs including vents and

access doors.

Site improvements,

including but not limited

to satellite dishes,

swimming pools, tennis

and basketball courts, and

outdoor hot tubs.

Painting of new

construction and

repainting existing colors

other than to the same

color, the original color or

white.

Exterior lighting fixtures.

Removal of asbestos or

other artificial siding.

Replacement of exterior

stairs, landings, and steps.

Minor work items require a

Certificate of

Appropriateness, however,

can be approved by the

Planning Staff, or a

subcommittee of the GHDC.

Subcommittee meetings are

informal meetings and

include 3 members of the

GHDC and staff. Some

examples of minor work are:

 

MINOR WORK

major or minor?entrance renovation
SEEN IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

In October of 2018, staff for the GHDC received an application for a

Certificate of Appropriateness for constructing a new front entry at 219 W

Fourth Avenue, This house, located in the York-Chester Historic District

(YCHD) is referred to in the inventory as the Daniel W. And Eliza Jane

Padgett House, built in 1914. Staff and the State Historic Preservation Office

had no record of what the original entrance might have looked like-the

house had 2 french door openings on the front elevation. This project was

considered a major work project as it changed the character of the front

facade. We asked Steve Ranshaw, the property owner, his thoughts on the

YCHD and working with the GHDC on this project:

 

"I have enjoyed working with the GHDC and the staff.  They have been an

excellent resource for me to assure we did everything we could to preserve

the historic nature of the house. I appreciated all the suggestions and

comments by the GHDC. [I applied for a COA as] I knew a COA was

required, plus I wanted to make sure I preserved the historic flavor of the

house and the neighborhood. I was pleased with the time required to get

the necessary approvals to move forward -the GHDC and the staff have

been very responsive. I like historic homes and buildings to begin with, we

have worked on many, I especially like the Gastonia Historic District[s] due

to it's close proximity to a growing downtown. The house itself was in

really rough shape but had some great features that drew me to it." 

-Steve Ranshaw

 

house previous to renovation
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It’s been an eventful year for trees in the Historic

Districts. Almost as soon as our digital tree inventory

was completed in early summer, storm season was

upon us and we had to put our new tools to the test in

identifying and preventing failures. Some high-risk

trees that had previously gone unreported were

identified and removed at locations along Second Ave,

Oakland Street, and Neil Street. These were trees that

went through a checklist of factors that deemed them

to be of imminent risk by certified arborist staff and

were promptly removed by the City’s utilities

department. As a side note, all the wood from these

trees was then processed into firewood by our Parks

department for fundraising sales later in the year. 

 

One notable failure that went unnoticed until it was

too late was the oak tree at the intersection of Lee and

Sixth. Luckily, no one was injured and City crews

worked quickly to make sure the area was safe from

downed power lines and that power was restored as

soon as possible. One unfortunate aspect of tree risk

assessment is that often these large, mature trees will

“hide” their defects until a failure is imminent. In this

case, a large portion of the tree broke off due to

something called included bark, which occurs when a

tree grows multiple – or “codominant” – stems. The

competing stems grow near one another and create

pockets of decay where they are joined to the main

trunk that, over long periods of time, can become

stressed and fail under the weight of the tree at

maturity. The biggest problem with codominant stems

and included bark is that the defect is completely

internal, and almost impossible to determine how

severe it is from outside observation. 

tree news
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BY ROBERT STROUD, MUNICIPAL ARBORIST

The oak tree on Lee street was noticed as a

risk only after it had begun splitting off.

Which is why it’s so important for our

community to keep an eye on our urban

forest. As often as I am visiting our

neighborhoods and looking for potential

hazards, it’s still necessary for citizens and

property owners to reach out and report

anything that might be a concern. A few

things to look out for are: Any noticeable

change in a large tree could be a reason to

contact the City arborist and have them

come and perform a risk assessment.

In addition to inventories and risk

assessment, I’m sure that everyone is now

aware of Duke Energy and Asplundh Tree

Company working in the neighborhood to

maintain the vegetation along their

transmission power lines. City staff have been

working closely with Duke’s forester and

project managers as well as residents and

property owners to ensure that the power

lines remain safe from interference and that

no trees are excessively pruned or removed

without proper reason. Any questions about

growing trees and shrubs within right-of-

ways can be directed to City staff. Robert can

be contacted at 704-913-7921.

photo by Tom Hauer
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